Use of serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) technology reveals new granulocytic markers.
Because of its short life span in blood, its low RNA content and its highly condensed nucleus, the granulocyte was initially considered as a terminally differentiated cell unable to express novel genes. However, mature granulocytes still contain a variety of mRNAs and may respond to external stimuli by rapid and complex changes in gene expression. The present work was undertaken to provide a wider view of the gene expression profile in unstimulated circulating PMNs. We used serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) adapted to downsized extracts (SADE) to cope with their small mRNA content. As cell samples of the highest degree of purity were crucial for this project, we adapted a magnetic cell sorting method to reach the required high levels of purity (99.55 +/- 0.19%) together with low activation rates (1.37 +/- 0.28). We analyzed 20,787 tags identifying 8547 different transcripts, of which 47.8% were unknown, 34.6% were transcripts of known genes, and 13.8% matched with expressed sequence tags (EST). Highly expressed genes were those involved in cell mobility, diapedesis, cell signaling and destruction of micro-organisms. In addition, this method led to the identification of genes which had not previously been reported in granulocytes. These results could provide new molecular markers and a reliable reference for the investigation of pathologies involving alteration of the granulocyte gene expression profile.